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Dual definition of story worlds (academic and
practical)

Academic: story world as an umbrella under
which transmedia operates (Jenkins 2006)
Practitioner: story worlds as singular immersive
story areas of the parks (Lukas 2013)



2020 Themed Entertainment Association/AECOM’s
Global Attractions Attendance Report

72% decrease in theme park attendance in
North America between 2019 and 2020

Shifting COVID policies at Disney & Universal
Disney reservation system
COVID compliance rules
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 How do we engage with theme park
audiences outside of the physical
theme park space? What could a

theme park at home look like?
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ritualistic

aspirational

play/security



This persona views the trips to the theme
parks as something ritualistic; they visit

theme parks regularly 



Seeing 

Feeling

Thinking

Saying

Doing

see the different types of crowds come in
Want to see all the aspects of the park

See something new every visit

Feels like home
Fell in love with the place

Can't live without theme park
The Spark/Obsession

Make good memories
Made the childhood better

 

"A core memory"
"A social element"

"Themepark family"
"A cycle"

Automatic renewal of yearly passes
Collecting branded merchandise every year
Celebrating birthdays at the theme park

a unique experience every time you go
Hearing 

Easy connection to make with others
It is a shared environment

 
 



 
This persona views the park in an

aspirational way; the extension of their
love of the story world

 



Seeing 

Feeling Doing

Thinking

Saying

See the world come to life
See the backstory to the rides

Admire the story world of Themeparks
Movies inspired to go to themeparks
Connecting films with the ride/park

 

"Themeparks bring the world to life"
"Personable experience"

"emotional connection" with story

The experience feels very special
Feels like you're a part of the story

Immersed into the story world
Preconceived knowledge makes the park more exciting

Read books/watch movies
Costuming such as wearing Harry Potter

costume/ buying a wand
Pretend like you are in the storyworld

Hearing 
Themepark fandom is known

across cultures/it is a community
that is universal 

understand the references 



 
This persona goes views theme parks as a
place where they feel playful and sense of

security/nostalgia
 



Seeing 

Feeling Doing

Thinking

Saying

Brings you back to childhood
Feels like an inner kid

makes your heart smile

“Nostalgic”
“Disney is like a babysitter”

"There's nobody judging"
"Escape from reality"

Theme parks bring people together
The experience is therapeutic
Leave life problems behind

leisurely walk at the park
Enjoy the food

Explore park at slow pace

Everybody's at the park for a safe time
It is a welcoming atmosphere

Hearing 

See people excited to be at the park
Looking around and enjoying the view
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Cost/Geographical
Constraints

Complications and
uncertainty due to

COVID-19
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Nostalgic sense for users familiar with Star Wars Universe in
emerging technological format
Form of Disney-Owned IP in an emerging digital space

Analyzed the use of location-based augmented reality
Interacting with real world through augmented reality

Star Wars Galaxy's Edge:

Pokemon Go App:
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